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Digitise and simplify compliance 
 
AMAS.AERO is an innovative solution of web-based applications to solve the 
daily challenges of compliance within the aerospace industry.  

Compliance with regulations is important and a challenge to keep up to date on a daily basis. AeroEx’s 
compliance experts monitor regulatory updates (legal horizon scanning) on a regular basis and provide a 
monthly report highlighting the relevant changes for their subscribers. Our web based AMAS InSight reporting 
tool assist you in monitoring your compliance obligations tailored to your organization. You can assign 
responsibilities, track changes, follow up on implementation - nothing gets missed! 

Features 
 Tracking of different Aviation Regulations (EU, EASA, FAR, OTAR, …) 
 Tracking of EASA Safety Publications (ADs, EADs, SIBs, PADs, PSDs, SDs) 
 EASA compliance libraries bundles suitable for your specific operation (AOC, NCC, SPO MX (continuing & 

initial airworthiness), ATO and DTO. Further regulations on request 
 Monthly Email notification service (reporting) of changes and updates within the subscribed libraries 

including EASA safety information bulletins (SIB) 
 History of all monthly insight reports including an overview of all changes and updates 
 Identification of differences and changes from the previous revision 
 Documentation of a Processing status (Implemented, in progress, not applicable) 
 Assign responsibilities, track changes and identify reference documents 
 Preparation of individual “InSight documentation report” in pdf 
 Multi-user ready for team editing 
 Various search and filter functions 
 Dashboard with “my notes”, “my tasks”, “my favorites”, news section and full text search 
 Company logo branded portal (white label) 
 Responsive design (smartphones, tablets and PCs) 
 Online ticket system 
 Additional AMAS applications to extend the basic features  

Contact us for more information and request an online demo. Purchase your easy to use AMAS “Insight” 
application and choose your compliance libraries à la carte.  
 
Stay compliant with AeroEx 
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